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Command reference

SnapDrive for UNIX supports various commands. These command references helps you

in learning about the commands, their options, keywords, and arguments.

Collecting information needed by SnapDrive for UNIX
commands

This chapter provides information about the SnapDrive for UNIX commands, the format,

option, keywords, and examples.

Collecting information needed by commands

SnapDrive for UNIX commands follow a format and have keywords associated with them.

The commands have options and arguments, and require values to be entered by the

user.

The checklists helps the user to quickly execute SnapDrive for UNIX. For each command, it supplies the

following:

• Recommended formats

• Information about the keywords, options, and arguments available with the commands and the values you

should supply

• Examples of the commands

General notes about the commands

SnapDrive for UNIX commands have options such as -dg, -vg, -lvol and -hostvol.

Some general notes about the command follow:

• The -dg and -vg options are synonyms that reflect the fact that some operating systems refer to disk

groups and others refer to volume groups. This guide uses -dg to refer to both disk groups and volume

groups.

• The -lvol and -hostvol options are synonyms that reflect the fact that some operating systems refer to

logical volumes and others refer to host volumes. This guide uses -hostvol to refer to both logical

volumes and host volumes.

• It is better to use the default igroup and not specify an igroup explicitly by including the -igroup option.

Summary of the SnapDrive for UNIX commands

SnapDrive for UNIX commands are used for configuration, storage provisioning, host-

side management, and Snapshot operation.
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Command summary

SnapDrive for UNIX supports the different command lines, such as, configuration, storage

provisioning, host-side management, and Snapshot operation.

Configuration command lines

SnapDrive for UNIX commands are used for configuration operations.

The following command-line options are used for configuration operations.

• snapdrive config access {show | list} filername

• snapdrive config check luns

• snapdrive config delete appliance_name [appliance_name …]

• snapdrive config list

• snapdrive config set user_name appliance_name [appliance_name …]

• snapdrive config set [-viadmin] user_name viadmin_name

• snapdrive config show [host_file_name]

• snapdrive config check cluster

• snapdrive config prepare luns -count count

• snapdrive config migrate set storage_system_name new_storage_system_name

• snapdrive config migrate delete new_storage_system_name

[new_storage_system_name…]

• snapdrive config migrate list

• snapdrive igroup add igroup_name filername [filername …]

• snapdrive igroup delete filername [filername …]

• snapdrive igroup list

Storage provisioning command lines

Some SnapDrive for UNIX commands are used for storage provisioning.

The following command-line options are used for storage-provisioning operations:
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Operation Command-line option

Create
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Operation Command-line option

snapdrive storage create host_lvm_fspec

-filervol long_filer_path -dgsize size

[-igroup ig_name [ig_name …]] [{

-reserve | -noreserve }]

snapdrive storage create host_lvm_fspec

-lun long_lun_name [lun_name …]

-lunsize size [-igroup ig_name [ig_name

…]] [{ -reserve | -noreserve }]

You can use any one of the format for

the -file_spec argument, depending

on the type of storage you want to

create. (Remember that -dg is a

synonym for -vg, and -hostvol is a

synonym for -lvol.)

To create a file system directly on a

LUN, use this format: -fs file_spec

[-nolvm -fs type] [-fsops

options] [-mntopts options]

[-vmtype type]

To create a file system that uses a disk

group or host volume, use this format:

-fs file_spec [-fstype type]

[-fsopts options] [-mntops

options] [-hostvol file_spec]

[-dg dg_name] [-vmtype type]

To create a logical or host volume, use

this format: [-hostvol file_spec]

[-dg dg_name] [-fstype type]

[-vmtype type]

To create a disk group, use this format:

-dg dg_name [-fstype type] [-

vmtype type]
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Operation Command-line option

Connect snapdrive storage connect -fs file_spec

-nolvm -lun long_lun_name [-igroup

ig_name [ig_name …]] [-nopersist] [-

mntopts options] [-fstype type] [-

vmtype type]

snapdrive storage connect -fs file_spec

-hostvol file_spec -lun long_lun_name

[lun_name …] [-igroup ig_name [ig_name

…]][-nopersist] [-mntopts options] [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type]

snapdrive storage connect -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name …][-igroup

ig_name [ig_name …]][-vmtype type]

snapdrive storage connect -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name…][-vmtype type]

snapdrive storage connect

-fs_file_spec_ {-hostvol | -lvol}

file_spec -lun long_lun_name [lun_name…

] [-nopersist] [-mntopts options] [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type]

Disconnect snapdrive storage disconnect -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name…] [-vmtype

type]

snapdrive storage disconnect {-vg | -dg

| -fs | -lvol | -hostvol} file_spec

[file_spec …] [{-vg | -dg | -fs | -lvol

| -hostvol} file_spec …] …] [-full] [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type]

Resize snapdrive storage resize {-dg | -vg}

file_spec [file_spec …]{-growby |

-growto} size [-addlun [-igroup ig_name

[ig_name …]]] [{ -reseserve |

-noreserve }]] [-fstype type] [-vmtype

type]
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Operation Command-line option

Show/List snapdrive storage { show | list }

-filer filername [filername …] [-

verbose] [-quiet] [-capabilities]

snapdrive storage { show | list }

-filervol long_filer_path [filer_path…

][-verbose] [-quiet] [-capabilities]

snapdrive storage { show | list } {-all

| device} [-capabilities]

snapdrive storage show [-verbose] {-

filer filername [filername…] |

-filervol volname [volname…]} [-

capabilities]

snapdrive storage { show| list } -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name …] [-verbose]

[-quiet] [-status] [-capabilities]

snapdrive storage { show | list } { -vg

| -dg | -fs | -lvol |-hostvol }

file_spec [file_spec …] [{ -vg | -dg |

-fs | -lvol | -hostvol } file_spec

[file_spec …]] [-verbose] [-quiet [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type] [-status]

[-capabilities]

snapdrive storage { show | list } {

-filer filer_name [filer_name …] |

-filervol long_filer_path [filer_path …

] } [-verbose] [-capabilities] [-quiet]

snapdrive storage { show | list } -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name …] [-verbose]

[-status] [-fstype type] [-vmtype type]

[-capabilities] [-quiet]
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Operation Command-line option

Delete snapdrive storage delete [-lun]

long_lun_name [lun_name…] [-fstype

type] [-vmtype type]

snapdrive storage delete [-vg | -dg |

-fs | -lvol | -hostvol] file_spec

[file_spec …] [{-vg | -dg | -fs | -lvol

| -hostvol} file_spec [file_spec …] …]

[-full] ] [-fstype type] [-vmtype type]

Related information

Command-line arguments

Host-side command lines

SnapDrive for UNIX commands are used for host-side operations.

The following table gives various command-line options for host-side operations.

Operation Command-line option

Host connect snapdrive host connect -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name …] [-vmtype

type]

snapdrive host connect -fs file_spec

-nolvm -lun long_lun_name [-

nopersist][-mntopts options] [-fstype

type] [-vmtype type]

snapdrive host connect -fs file_spec

-hostvol file_spec -lun long_lun_name

[lun_name][-nopersist] [-mntopts

options][-vmtype type]

Host disconnect snapdrive host disconnect-lun

long_lun_name [lun_name…] [-vmtype

type]

snapdrive host disconnect {-vg | -dg |

-fs | -lvol | -hostvol} file_spec

[file_spec …][{-vg | -dg | -fs | -lvol

| -hostvol} file_spec [file_spec …]…]

[-full] [-fstype type] [-vmtype type]
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Snapshot operation command lines

SnapDrive for UNIX commands are used for Snapshot operations.

The following table gives various command-line options for Snapshot operations.

Operation Command-line options

Create snapdrive snap create [-lun | -dg | -vg

| -hostvol | -lvol | -fs] file_spec

[file_spec …] [{-lun | -dg | -vg |

-hostvol | -lvol | -fs} file_spec

[file_spec …] …] -snapname snap_name [-

force [-noprompt]] [-unrelated] [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type]

Show/List snapdrive snap { show | list }

-filervol filervol [filervol…][-

verbose]

snapdrive snap { show | list } [-

verbose] {-vg | -dg | -fs | -lvol |

-hostvol} file_spec [file_spec…] [-

fstype type] [-vmtype type]

snapdrive snap [-verbose] [-snapname]

long_snap_name [snap_name …]

snapdrive snap{show|list} [-verbose] [-

lun | -vg | -dg | -fs | -lvol |

-hostvol] file_spec [file_spec…]
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Operation Command-line options

Connect snapdrive snap connect -lun s_lun_name

d_lun_name [[-lun] s_lun_name

d_lun_name …] -snapname long_snap_name

[-split] [-clone {lunclone | optimal |

unrestricted}] [-prefixfvprefixstr] [-

verbose]

In a snapdrive snap connect command,

the LUN name should be in the format

lun_name or

qtree_name/lun_name.

snapdrive snap connect fspec_set

[fspec_set…] -snapname long_snap_name

[-autoexpand] [-autorename] [-

nopersist] [-mntopts options] [{-

reserve | -noreserve}] [-readonly] [-

split] [-clone {lunclone | optimal |

unrestricted}] [-prefixfv prefixstr] [-

verbose]

The fspec_set argument has the

following format:

[-vg | -dg| -fs | -lvol |

-hostvol] src_file_spec

[dest_file_spec] [{-destdg |

-destvg} dgname] [{-destlv |

-desthv} lvname]

Rename snapdrive snap rename -

old_long_snap_namenew_snap_name [-force

[-noprompt]]

Restore snapdrive snap restore [-lun | -dg |

-vg | -hostvol | -lvol | -fs | -file]

file_spec [file_spec …] [{-lun | -dg |

-vg | -hostvol | -lvol | -fs | -file}

file_spec [file_spec …] …] -snapname

snap_name [-force [-noprompt]] [-

mntopts options][{-reserve |

-noreserve}] [-vbsr [preview|execute]]
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Operation Command-line options

Disconnect snapdrive snap disconnect -lun

long_lun_name [lun_name…] [-fstype

type] [-vmtype type][-split]

snapdrive snap disconnect {-dg| -vg |

-hostvol | -lvol | -fs} file_spec

[file_spec …] [{-dg | -vg | -hostvol |

-lvol | -fs} file_spec [file_spec …] …]

[-full] [-fstype type] [-vmtype type]

[-split]

Delete snapdrive snap delete [-snapname]

long_snap_name [snap_name…][-verbose]

[-force [-noprompt]]

SnapDrive for UNIX options, keywords, and arguments

SnapDrive for UNIX commands has options, keywords, and arguments associated with

them.

Command-line options

There are various options that are used with SnapDrive for UNIX commands.

SnapDrive for UNIX enables you to include the following options as appropriate with its commands. In certain

cases, you can abbreviate these options. For example, you can use -h instead of -help.

Option Description

-addlun Tells SnapDrive for UNIX to add a new, internally-

generated LUN to a storage entity in order to increase

its size.

-all Used with the snapdrive storage {show | list}

command to display all devices and LVM entities

known to the host.

-autoexpand Used with the snapdrive snap connect

command to enable you to request that a disk group

be connected when you supply a subset of the logical

volumes or file systems in the disk group.

-autorename Used with the snapdrive snap connect

command to enable the command to rename any

newly-connected LVM entities for which the default

name is already in use.
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Option Description

-clone type Clone-method to be used during snap connect

operation. Here type refers to lunclone (creates lun

clone(s)), Optimal (SnapDrive automatically chooses

between Restricted FlexClone(s) and LUN clone

depending on the storage configuration) and

Unrestricted (creates FlexClone(s) which can be used

for provisioning and Snapshot operations, just like

normal flexible volumes).

-capabilities used with snapdrive storage show command to

know the allowed operations on the host file specs.

-devices or -dev Used with the storage {show | list} command to

display all devices known to the host.

-dgsize or -vgsize Used with the snapdrive storage create

command to specify the size in bytes of the disk

group you want to create.

-force (or -f) Causes operations to be attempted that SnapDrive for

UNIX would not undertake ordinarily. SnapDrive for

UNIX prompts you to ask for confirmation before it

executes the operation.

-fsopts The options you want passed to the host operation

that creates the new file system. Depending on your

host operating system, this host operation might be a

command such as the mkfs command.

The argument you supply with this option usually

needs to be specified as a quoted string and must

contain the exact text to be passed to the command.

For example, you might enter -o largefiles as

the option you want passed to the host operation.

-fstype The type of file system you want to use for the

SnapDrive for UNIX operations. The file system must

be a type that SnapDrive for UNIX supports for your

operating system. Current values that you can set for

this variable is “jfs”, “jfs2” or “vxfs”

You can also specify the type of file system that you

want to use by using the -fstype configuration

variable.
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Option Description

-full Allows operations on a specified host-side entity to be

performed even if the entity is not empty (for example,

the entity might be a volume group containing one or

more logical volumes).

-growby The number of bytes you want to add to a LUN or disk

group in order to increase its size.

-growto The target size in bytes for a LUN, disk group, or

volume group. SnapDrive for UNIX automatically

calculates the number of bytes necessary to reach the

target size and increases the size of the object by that

number of bytes.

-help Prints out the usage message for the command and

operation. Enter this option by itself without other

options. Following are the examples of possible

command lines.

-lunsize The size of the LUN in bytes to be created by a given

command.

-mntopts Specifies options that you want passed to the host

mount command (for example, to specify file system

logging behavior). Options are also stored in the host

file system table file. The options allowed depend on

the host file system type.

The -mntopts argument that you supply is a file

system-type option that is specified using the mount

command “- o” flag. Do not include the '’`- o`" flag in

the -mntopts argument. For example, the sequence

-mntopts tmplo_g passes the string -o

tmplog_ to the mount command line, and inserts the

text “tmplog” on a new command line.

-nofilerfence Suppresses the use of the Data ONTAP consistency

group feature in creating Snapshot copies that span

multiple filer volumes.

In Data ONTAP 7.2 or above, you can suspend

access to an entire filer volume. By using the

-nofilerfence option, you can freeze access to an

individual LUN.
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Option Description

-nolvm Connects or creates a file system directly on a LUN

without involving the host LVM.

All commands that take this option for connecting or

creating a file system directly on a LUN will not accept

it for host cluster or shared resources. This option is

allowed only for local resources.

-nopersist Connects or creates a file system, or a Snapshot copy

that has a file system, without adding an entry in the

host’s persistent mount entry file.

-prefixfv prefix to be used while generating cloned volume

name. The format of the name of the new volume

would be <pre-fix>_<original_volume_name>.

-reserve - noreserve Used with the snapdrive storage create,

snapdrive snap connect or snapdrive snap

restore commands to specify whether or not

SnapDrive for UNIX creates a space reservation. By

default, SnapDrive for UNIX creates reservation for

storage create, resize, and Snapshot create

operations, and does not create reservation for

Snapshot connect operation.

-noprompt Suppresses prompting during command execution.

By default, any operation that might have dangerous

or non-intuitive side effects prompts you to confirm

that SnapDrive for UNIX should be attempted. This

option overrides that prompt; when combined with the

-force option, SnapDrive for UNIX performs the

operation without asking for confirmation.

-quiet (or -q) Suppresses the reporting of errors and warnings,

regardless of whether they are normal or diagnostic. It

returns zero (success) or non-zero status. The

-quiet option overrides the -verbose option.

This option will be ignored for snapdrive storage

show, snapdrive snap show, and snapdrive

config show commands.
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Option Description

-readonly Required for configurations with Data ONTAP 7.1 or

any configuration that uses traditional volumes.

Connects the NFS file or directory with read-only

access.

Optional for configurations with Data ONTAP 7.0 that

use FlexVol volumes. Connects the NFS file or

directory tree with read-only access. (Default is

read/write).

-split Enables to split the cloned volumes or LUNs during

Snapshot connect and Snapshot disconnect

operations.

You can also split the cloned volumes or LUNs by

using the enable-split-clone configuration

variable.

-status Used with the snapdrive storage show

command to know if the volume or LUN is cloned.

-unrelated Creates a Snapshot copy of file_spec entities that

have no dependent writes when the Snapshot copy is

taken. Because the entities have no dependent

writes, SnapDrive for UNIX creates a crash-consistent

Snapshot copy of the individual storage entities, but

does not take steps to make the entities consistent

with each other.

-verbose (or -v) Displays detailed output, wherever appropriate. All

commands and operations accept this option,

although some might ignore it.

-vgsize or -dgsize Used with the storage create command to specify

the size in bytes of the volume group you want to

create.
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Option Description

-vmtype The type of volume manager you want to use for the

SnapDrive for UNIX operations.

If the user specifies the -vmtype option in the

command line explicitly, SnapDrive for UNIX uses the

value specified in the option irrespective of the value

specified in the vmtype configuration variable. If the

-vmtype option is not specified in the command-line

option, SnapDrive for UNIX uses the volume manager

that is in the configuration file.

The volume manager must be a type that SnapDrive

for UNIX supports for your operating system. Current

values that you can set for this variable as vxvm or

lvm.

You can also specify the type of volume manager that

you want to use by using the vmtype configuration

variable.

-vbsr {preview|execute} The preview option initiates a volume based

SnapRestore preview mechanism for the given host

filespec. With the execute option, SnapDrive for

UNIX proceeds with volume based SnapRestore for

the specified filespec.

Rules for keywords

SnapDrive for UNIX uses keywords to specify the target of the SnapDrive for UNIX

operations.

SnapDrive for UNIX uses keywords to specify sequences of strings corresponding to the host and storage

system objects with which you are working. The following rules apply to SnapDrive for UNIX keywords:

• Precede each keyword with a hyphen (-).

• Do not concatenate keywords.

• Enter the entire keyword and hyphen, not an abbreviation.

Command-line keywords

The SnapDrive for UNIX uses keywords to specify the name of host disk group, the

destination group, volume, or FlexClone, the NFS file, the storage system, and so on.

Here are the keywords you can use with the SnapDrive for UNIX commands. You use them to specify the

targets of the SnapDrive for UNIX operations. These keywords can take one or more arguments.
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Some LVMs refer to disk groups and some refer to volume groups. In SnapDrive for UNIX, these

terms are treated as synonyms. Moreover, some LVMs refer to logical volumes and some refer

to volumes. SnapDrive for UNIX treats the term host volume (which was created to avoid

confusing host logical volumes with storage system volumes) and the term logical volume as

synonymous.

Keyword Argument used with this keyword

-dg (synonymous with -vg) The name of the host disk group. You can enter the

name of either a disk group or a volume group with

this option.

-destdg

-desthv

-destlv

-destvg

The destination group or volume.

-destfv The name of the FlexClone volume specified on the

command line for volume clones created by

SnapDrive for UNIX during the NFS Snapshot

connect operation.

This argument supports NFS volumes

only and not NFS directories.

-file The name of a NFS file.

-filer The name of a storage system.

-filervol The name of the storage system and a volume on it.

-fs The name of a file system on the host. The name

used is the directory where the file system is currently

mounted or is to be mounted (the mountpoint).

-hostvol or -lvol The host volume name, including the disk group that

contains it. For example, you might enter

large_vg/accounting_lvol.
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Keyword Argument used with this keyword

-igroup The name of an initiator group (igroup).

NetApp strongly recommends that you use the default

igroup that SnapDrive for UNIX creates instead of

specifying an igroup on the target storage system.

The default igroup is hostname_protocol_SdIg.

• hostname is the local (non-domain qualified)

name of the current host.

• protocol is either FCP or iSCSI, depending on

the protocol the host is using.

If the igroup hostname_protocol_SdIg does not exist,

SnapDrive for UNIX creates it and places all the

initiators for the host in it.

If it exists and has the correct initiators, SnapDrive for

UNIX uses the existing igroup.

If the igroup exists, but does not contain the initiators

for this host, SnapDrive for UNIX creates a new

igroup with a different name and uses that igroup in

the current operation. To avoid using the same name,

SnapDrive for UNIX includes a unique number when it

creates the new name. In this case, the name format

is hostname-number_protocol_SdIg.

If you supply your own igroup name, SnapDrive for

UNIX does not validate the contents of the igroup.

This is because it cannot always determine which

igroups corresponding to the host are present on the

storage system.

All commands that take this option for specifying

initiator groups cannot accept it with shared disk

groups and file systems. This option is allowed only

for local resources.

The SnapDrive for UNIX command fails if any foreign

igroups are involved in the command line. Ensure that

all the igroups specified in the command line contain

initiators from the local host.
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Keyword Argument used with this keyword

-lun The name of a LUN on a storage system. For the first

LUN name you supply with this keyword, you must

supply the full path name (storage system name,

volume name, and LUN name). For additional LUN

names, you can specify either only the names within

their volume (if the volume stays unchanged) or a

path to indicate a new storage system name or a new

volume name (if you just want to switch volumes).

In a snapdrive snap connect

command, the lun_name should be in

the lun_name or

tree_name/lun_name format.

-lvol or - hostvol The logical volume name, including the volume group

that contains it. For example, you might enter

large_vg/accounting_lvol as the logical

volume name.

-snapname The name of a Snapshot copy.

-vg or -dg The name of the volume group. You can enter the

name of either a disk group or a volume group with

this option.

Command-line arguments

The SnapDrive for UNIX takes arguments in a specific format.

The following table describes the arguments you can specify with the keywords.

Use the format snapdrive type_name operation_name [<keyword/option> <arguments>]; for

example, if you wanted to create a Snapshot copy called snap_hr from the host file system /mnt/dir, you

would enter the following command line:

snapdrive snap create -fs /mnt/dir -snapname snap_hr.

Argument Description

dest_fspec The name by which the target entity will be accessible

after its disk groups or LUNs are connected.

dgname The name of a disk group or volume group.

d_lun_name Allows you to specify a destination name that

SnapDrive for UNIX uses to make the LUN available

in the newly-connected copy of the Snapshot copy.
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Argument Description

filername The name of a storage system.

filer_path A path name to a storage system object. This name

can contain the storage system name and volume,

but it does not have to if SnapDrive for UNIX can use

default values for the missing components based on

values supplied in the previous arguments. The

following are examples of path names:

• test_filer:/vol/vol3/qtree_2

• /vol/vol3/qtree_2

• qtree_2
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Argument Description

file_spec The name of a storage entity, such as a host volume,

LUN, disk or volume group, file system, or NFS

directory tree.

In general, you use the file_spec argument as one of

the following:

• An object you want SnapDrive for UNIX to make a

Snapshot copy of or to restore from a Snapshot

copy

• An object that you want to either create or use

when provisioning storage

The objects do not have to be all of the same type. If

you supply multiple host volumes, they must all

belong to the same volume manager.

If you supply values for this argument that resolve to

redundant disk groups or host volumes, the command

fails.

Example of incorrect usage: This example assumes

dg1 has host volumes hv1 and hv2, with file systems

fs1 and fs2. As a result, the following arguments

would fail because they involve redundant disk groups

or host volumes.

-dg dg1 -hostvol dg1/hv1

-dg dg1

-fs/fs1

-hostvol dg1/hv1 -fs/fs1

Example of correct usage: This example shows the

correct usage for this argument.

-hostvoldg1/hv1dg1/hv2

-fs/fs1/fs2

-hostvoldg1/hv1 -fs/fs2
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Argument Description

fspec_set Used with the snap connect command to identify:

• A host LVM entity

• A file system contained on a LUN

The argument also lets you specify a set of

destination names that SnapDrive for UNIX uses

when it makes the entity available in the newly

connected copy of the Snapshot copy.

The format for fspec_set is: { -vg | -dg | -fs |

-lvol | -hostvol } src_fspec

[dest_fspec] [{ -destdg | -destvg }

dg_name] [{ - destlv | -desthv }

lv_name]
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Argument Description

host_lvm_fspec Lets you specify whether you want to create a file

system, logical volume, or disk group when you are

executing the storage create command. This

argument might have any of the three formats as

described in the following. The format you use

depends on the entity you want to create.

The -dg and -vg options are

synonyms that reflect the fact that

some operating systems refer to disk

groups and others refer to volume

groups. In addition, -lvol and

-hostvol are also synonyms. This

guide uses -dg to refer to both disk

groups and volume groups and

-hostvol to refer to both logical

volumes and host volumes.

To create a file system, use this format: -fs

file_spec [-fstype type] [-fsopts

options] [-hostvol file_spec] [-dg

dg_name] To create a logical or host

volume, use this format: [-hostvol

file_spec] [-dg dg_name] | -hostvol To

create a disk or volume group, use this format:

file_spec [-dg dg_name] | -dg dg_name

You must name the top-level entity that you are

creating. You do not need to supply names for any

underlying entities. If you do not supply names for the

underlying entities, SnapDrive for UNIX creates them

with internally generated names.

If you specify that SnapDrive for UNIX create a file

system, you must specify a type that SnapDrive for

UNIX supports with the host LVM. These types

include JFS2 or VxFS.

The option -fsopts is used to specify options to be

passed to the host operation that creates the new file

system; for example, mkfs.

ig_name The name of an initiator group.
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Argument Description

long_filer_path A path name that includes the storage system name,

volume name, and possibly other directory and file

elements within that volume. The following are

examples of long path names:

test_filer:/vol/vol3/qtree_2

10.10.10.1:/vol/vol4/lun_21

long_lun_name A name that includes the storage system name,

volume, and LUN name. The following is an example

of a long LUN name:

test_filer:/vol/vol1/lunA

long_snap_name A name that includes the storage system name,

volume, and Snapshot copy name. The following is an

example of a long Snapshot copy name:

test_filer:/vol/account_vol:snap_200402

02

With the snapdrive snap show and snapdrive

snap delete commands, you can use the asterisk

(*) character as a wildcard to match any part of a

Snapshot copy name. If you use a wildcard character,

you must place it at the end of the Snapshot copy

name. SnapDrive for UNIX displays an error message

if you use a wildcard at any other point in a name.

Example: This example uses wildcards with both the

snap show command and the snap delete

command: snap show

myfiler:/vol/vol2:mysnap*

myfiler:/vol/vol2:/yoursnap* snap show

myfiler:/vol/vol1/qtree1:qtree_snap*

snap delete

10.10.10.10:/vol/vol2:mysnap*

10.10.10.11:/vol/vol3:yoursnap* hersnap

Limitation for wildcards: You cannot enter a wildcard

in the middle of a Snapshot copy name. For example,

the following command line produces an error

message because the wildcard is in the middle of the

Snapshot copy name:

banana:/vol/vol1:my*snap
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Argument Description

lun_name The name of a LUN. This name does not include the

storage system and volume where the LUN is located.

The following is an example of a LUN name: lunA

path Any path name.

prefix_string prefix used in the volume clone’s name generation

s_lun_name Indicates a LUN entity that is captured in the

Snapshot copy specified by long_snap_name.

Related information

Storage provisioning command lines
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